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1. Introduction 
 

Structures are subjected to a significant amount of 

energy input during a short period of earthquake ground 

motion resulting in damage to structural and non-structural 

components (Chang 2010, Yon et al. 2013). Minimizing 

this damage and the associated financial and social 

consequences is a key goal in the design of modern low-

damage structures. Seismic design to date is mainly focused 

on developing sacrificial designs to dissipate energy and 

ensure life safety. However, the costs associated with long 

interruptions to serviceability and repair, or even total 

demolition of the structure following a severe earthquake 

result in major financial losses that significantly impact the 

community (Kaiser et al. 2012). Hence, there is an 

increasing demand for structural resilience through damage 

resistant structural designs that dissipate energy without 

sacrificial damage.  

Damage Avoidance Design (DAD) is a relatively new 

design philosophy gaining acceptance among structural 

engineers (Mander and Cheng 1997, Hamid and Mander 

2014). Its overall goal is to design low- to no- damage 

structures with decreased post-earthquake repairs, and 

minimal disruptions, to substantially lower the economic 
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and business costs of earthquakes. To achieve Damage 

Avoidance Design, energy dissipaters used in the structure 

must be capable of performing in a consistent and 

repeatable manner with minimal degradation over the life 

time of a structure thus avoiding large maintenance or 

replacement expenses.  

Lead extrusion energy dissipaters were proposed as a 

repeatable way of absorbing energy but the large size of 

these devices limited their use to certain applications such 

as base isolation (Cousins and Porritt 1993). Further 

research (Rodgers et al. 2007, Rodgers et al. 2007) led to 

the design and manufacture of a new generation of smaller 

extrusion devices also known as high-force-to-volume 

(HF2V) dampers. HF2V devices maintain the same level of 

force as their predecessors, but in much smaller dimensions 

and can thus easily fit into structural connections (Bacht et 

al. 2011). The device consists of a steel cylindrical 

container filled with lead and a moving bulged shaft passing 

through its axis as shown in Fig. 1. The HF2V behaviour 

may be modelled using a velocity-dependent nonlinear 

relation (Rodgers et al. 2008) 

 
(1) 

where FD is the damper force, α is the velocity exponent, 

which is within the range of [0.11-0.15], Cα is the geometry 

dependent damper constant, and ẏ
 
is the shaft velocity.  

Low cost and relative ease of manufacture together with 

their small size make HF2V devices a suitable option for 

wide use in the structures either in the design stage of new  
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Fig. 1 Prototype lead extrusion damper (Rodgers et al. 

2007) (left) and prototype friction ring spring (Hill 1995) 

(right) 

 

 

buildings or as a retrofit strategy (Rodgers et al. 2012). 

However, the absence of a self-centring force within these 

devices may result in residual displacements throughout the 

structure, particularly if the structural components deform 

beyond the elastic region (Kordani et al. 2015).  

Ring springs are high-stiffness recentring springs which 

can be considered as fully passive friction dampers with 

high self-centring ability (Erasmus 1988, Hill 1995). As 

shown in Fig. 1 a ring spring essentially consists of a stack 

of inner and outer rings with tapered mating surfaces. As 

the stack is compressed, the inner rings are radially 

compressed and contracted, while the outer rings radially 

expand. This mechanism provides an extremely large 

stiffness in a relatively small size compared to other types 

of springs (Hill 1995). When the load is removed the rings 

return to their unloaded position giving the ring spring a 

self-centring ability.  

Ring spring stiffness depends on the friction between 

sliding surfaces and is thus different in loading and 

unloading giving it a considerable measure of damping. The 

dissipative nature of the ring spring together with its 

inherent recentring ability makes it a favourable candidate 

for industrial applications where moderate, compact, and 

reliable energy absorption is needed (Kar et al. 1996, 

Filiatrault et al. 2000). Khoo et al. (2012) and Khoo et al. 

(2013) undertook experimental testing where they 

augmented a friction-based sliding hinge joint with a ring 

spring to provide restoring force and diminish the 

permanent displacements at the end of an earthquake 

shaking. These ring springs have also been used in the field, 

such as the Te Puni Village building that was constructed in 

2008 in Wellington, New Zealand. This multi-storey steel-

frame building included sliding friction connections, and 

ring springs which were located at the column-foundation 

connections, to allow damage-resistant rocking to occur 

(Gledhill et al. 2008). However, the use of these devices is 

still relatively uncommon and their potential in earthquake 

engineering is still largely unrealised.  

Minimizing possible damage and/or repair costs is a 

common goal of structural design. To this end, determining 

maximum level of key response metrics including peak and 

residual displacement and peak base shear need to be 

thoroughly investigated and predicted. Minimizing peak 

structural displacement can reduce the deformation of  

  

Fig. 2 Schematic configuration of a SDOF system and 

ground motion input. Left: uncontrolled; Right: controlled 

(with supplemental devices) 

 

 

individual structural components decreasing associated 

damage (Chiou et al. 2011, Ruiz-García and Aguilar 2015). 

Residual displacements are associated with post-event 

repair costs (Bazzurro et al. 2004, Luco et al. 2004, Polese 

et al. 2013, Salari and Asgarian 2015), but are often 

neglected in the design process. Finally, overall column 

force and total base shear force is directly related to 

required column strength and foundation demands (Elnashai 

et al. 2004).  

This research aims to investigate the effects of using a 

supplemental hybrid HF2V plus ring spring damping device 

on the structural response parameters of a nonlinear 

structure. The structure has an elasto-plastic hysteretic 

behaviour thus exhibiting typical inelastic structural 

behaviour. The proposed hybrid device incorporates HF2V 

devices for their force capacity and dissipation and ring 

springs to add recentring. Nonlinear spectral analysis is 

done for a variety of HF2V and ring spring device 

capacities to parametrise their potential across a reasonable 

device design space in a form suitable for use in 

performance based design methods.  

 

 

2. Modelling  
 

A typical single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system for 

spectral analysis is shown in Fig. 2. Such models are 

regularly used in spectral analyses upon which performance 

based design codes rely (Chopra and Goel 2001, 

Subramanian and Velayutham 2014). In this case, the 

system includes a nonlinear elasto-plastic hysteresis for the 

structure and a supplemental damping system that is a 

hybrid of nonlinear HF2V and ring spring devices. The 

nonlinear structure is subjected to horizontal unidirectional 

seismic acceleration, gz with and without supplemental 

devices.   

 

2.1 Nonlinear structure  
 

Nonlinear elasto-plastic restoring force is modelled 

using the Menegotto-Pinto model (Menegotto and Pinto 
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1973) 

 
(2) 

where F is the structural force, z is the deformation, FY is 

the yield force, and k is the stiffness. The parameters ρ and 

β are used to define the shape of the curve, where ρ is the 

ratio of post-yield stiffness to pre-yield stiffness and β 

determines the shape of the transition curve.  

 

2.2 HF2V dissipation device  
 

The lead extrusion damper may be mathematically 

modelled using the Maxwell type mass-spring configuration 

(Rodgers et al. 2012). The total shaft displacement, z, is the 

sum of two separate components; linear elastic elongation 

of the device shaft, x, and the nonlinear bulge displacement 

within the cylinder, y, as in Fig. 3 yielding 

 (3) 

Due to the series nature of the spring-damper model, the 

spring (representing the elastic deflection of the shaft) and 

damper have an equivalent force. Experimental results 

(Cousins et al. 1991, Rodgers et al. 2008) indicate this force 

is related to the shaft velocity 

 

(4) 

where α is the velocity exponent, Cα is the geometry 

dependent damper constant, and fD is the spring flexibility. 

Combining Eqs. (3)-(4) yields 

 

(5) 

Converting Eq. (5) to the finite difference form and 

rearranging the terms yields 

 

(6) 

where i is the time index. Note that the right hand side of 

the equation consists of known parameters at each time 

step, ti. To find FD from Eq. (6), an iterative method is 

required. Thus, the equation is rewritten 

 

(7) 

Comparing Eq. (7) and Eq. (4), the bracketed term is 

indeed the shaft velocity at instance ti+1. To avoid erroneous 

results due to the fractional exponent and also considering 

the direction of motion, Eq. (7) is broken into two separate 

parts 

 

(8) 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Schematic configuration (top) and force-

displacement behavior of a HF2V device (bottom) 

 

 

 
(9) 

Using sufficiently small time increments and a sufficient 

number of iterations in each step, Eqs. (8)-(9) will yield FD. 

The resulting force-displacement behaviour shown in Fig. 3 

(Rodgers et al. 2011) is in agreement with finite elements 

results of Yang et al. (2015).  

 

2.3 Friction ring spring  
 

To model the behaviour of a stacked ring spring, a 

single ring is isolated to show the forces acting on an inner 

ring, as shown in Fig. 4. Since the direction of the friction 

force depends on the direction of axial motion, the relation 

between the axial force and axial displacement of the ring, 

which represents the axial stiffness, will be different 

depending on whether the rings are moving apart 

(unloading) or the gap between them is closing (loading). It 

can be proved that the ratio of the increasing axial stiffness 

to the decreasing axial stiffness is defined (Erasmus 1988) 

 

(10) 

where Kd is the decreasing (unloading) stiffness and Ki is 

the increasing (loading) stiffness. Fig. 4 also shows the 

typical behaviour of a ring spring in terms of force-

displacement diagram.  

As expected, increasing stiffness is always greater than 

the decreasing stiffness. However, the stiffness and the total 

displacement capacity of the ring spring may be 

manipulated by using a different number of rings in a stack, 

using different configurations (parallel or series) of ring 

springs, and utilising different lubricants to lower the 

frictional coefficient (Hill 1995). As evident in Fig. 4, the 

displacement corresponding to zero force is zero. This 

result ensures self-centring, which is an important 

characteristic of these devices and proves useful in 

managing nonlinear seismic displacements.  
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Fig. 4 Resolved forces on the inner ring (top) and force-

displacement behaviour of a ring spring device (bottom) 

 

 

2.4 Hybrid device  
 

Combining the high dissipation of a HF2V device and 

the recentring ability of a ring spring, may provide benefits 

over using each component alone. However, the nonlinear 

nature of these devices precludes a direct formulation to 

predict their behaviour in a structure. While the nonlinearity 

of ring spring dynamics is the result of its direction-

dependent multi-value stiffness, the nonlinearity of HF2V is 

because of its velocity-dependent force. The combination of 

such behaviours makes the design process more 

complicated.  

Eq. (11) shows the governing equation of motion for the 

system shown in Fig. 2 including this hybrid device 

 
(11) 

where me is the seismic mass of the structure, FNL is the 

nonlinear structural restoring force, FRS is the ring spring 

force, and FHF2V is the lead-extrusion damper force.  

The impact of each component on the overall behaviour 

of the hybrid device depends on their design parameters. 

The HF2V contribution is defined by ε, which is defined as 

the ratio of peak HF2V force Cα in Eq. (4) to the seismic 

weight, meg at a reference velocity of 1.0 m/s, giving 

 
(12) 

Moreover, the value α=0.12 is used in Eq. (4) based on 

the experimental results (Cousins and Porritt 1993, Rodgers 

et al. 2006, Rodgers et al. 2007). The ring spring force can 

be specified by its loading and unloading stiffness values   

Table 1 Ground motion records used in the simulations 

(medium suite of records in SAC project) 

No. SAC No. Record name PGA (g) 

1 (la01) Imperial Valley, 0.46 

2 (la02) Imperial Valley, 0.68 

3 (la03) Imperial Valley, 1979, Array 5 0.39 

4 (la04) Imperial Valley, 1979, Array 5 0.49 

5 (la05) Imperial Valley, 1979, Array 6 0.30 

6 (la06) Imperial Valley, 1979, Array 6 0.23 

7 (la07) Landers Eqk, 1992 0.42 

8 (la08) Landers Eqk, 1992 0.43 

9 (la09) Landers Eqk, 1992 0.52 

10 (la10) Landers Eqk, 1992 0.36 

11 (la11) Loma Prieta, 1989, Gilroy 0.67 

12 (la12) Loma Prieta, 1989, Gilroy 0.97 

13 (la13) Northridge, 1994 0.68 

14 (la14) Northridge, 1994 0.66 

15 (la15) Northridge, 1994 0.53 

16 (la16) Northridge, 1994 0.58 

17 (la17) Northridge, 1994, Sylmar 0.57 

18 (la18) Northridge, 1994, Sylmar 0.82 

19 (la19) North Palm Springs, 1986 1.02 

20 (la20) North Palm Springs, 1986 0.99 

 

 

(Ki and Kd). A convenient way is to specify them as a 

percentage of pre-yield structural stiffness, Ks.  

 

2.5 Analyses  
 

To investigate the impact of hybrid devices over a 

design space of non-dimensional damper capacity, ε and 

Ki/Ks, a nonlinear spectral analysis (Ewing et al. 2009, 

Maniyar et al. 2009) is conducted using the medium suite of 

design level earthquakes (shown in Table 1 ) from the SAC 

project (Somerville and Venture 1997). This suite includes 

20 acceleration time histories with a probability of 

exceedance of 10% in 50 years. The results can then be 

used to assess the reductions in structural response, base 

shear demand, and residual displacement, parametrised by 

the device design parameters ε and Ki/Ks over a full range of 

structural periods to ensure easy integration into 

performance based design.   

The model is presumed to have a nominal height, He=10 

m, a seismic mass, me=10
4
 Kg with the pre-yield structural 

stiffness determined by the natural period of the 

uncontrolled structure, (Ks=2π me
2
/T). A yield drift value of 

δy=2% together with parameters ρ=5% and β=20 in Eq. (2) 

are used to model the nonlinear structural stiffness. To 

account for elastic dissipation losses, inherent structural 

damping equal to 5% of critical damping is considered. The 

nonlinear time history response of the structure is evaluated 

for the selected hybrid device configurations using the 

software package MATLAB. Peak response parameters 

including displacement and base shear are recorded together 

with the residual displacement at the end of oscillation.  

The data extracted from the time history response of 20  

2e NL RS HF V e gm z cz F F F m z     

eC m g 
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earthquake records is used to evaluate the statistically 

representative metrics for each structural period. In 

accordance with the log-normal distribution of results, 

geometric mean values are used to show the average values 

of peak displacement and peak base shear, and median 

values are used for residual displacements. This process is 

repeated for structural periods in the range Tn=[0.2-5] (s) 

with an increment dT=0.1 (s) to provide the response 

spectra (Maniyar et al. 2009).  

To better demonstrate how the supplemental damping 

alters the behaviour of a structure, the results are shown in 

the form of reduction factors. A reduction factor for a 

particular response metric is defined as a ratio of the 

modified structure response with added device to the 

uncontrolled structure response without device. As such, a 

value lower than 1.0 indicates a reduction in response 

(Bhunia et al. 2012).  

The response spectra are created for a set of 

parametrised hybrid device configurations. Two values of 

ε=5% and ε=10% are used to study the effect of HF2V 

capacity based on previous research (Rodgers et al. 2008). 

Two different ring spring scenarios, RS20 and RS40, 

characterised by loading stiffness values of Ki/Ks=20% and 

Ki/Ks=40% are considered in the analyses, where Ks is the 

pre-yield structural stiffness. For both ring springs, the 

unloading stiffness is considered to be 35% of the loading 

stiffness (Kd/Ki=35%), so RS20 and RS40 have the return 

stiffness ratios of 7% and 14% respectively.  

The values of 5% and 10% storey weight for the HF2V 

device force capacity are defined from prior analyses done 

on steel beam-column connections (Rodgers et al. 2007). 

 

 

They are achievable device forces offering significant 

reductions and provide values below the equivalent plastic 

moment capacity of the beam depending on how it is 

specifically connected to the structure (Bacht et al. 2011). 

The ring springs are similarly scaled as a percentage of 

system stiffness to parametrise them to the structural design 

parameters. The values of 20% and 40% loading stiffness 

and respective return stiffnesses of 7% and 14%, as shown 

in Fig. 4, are regarded in design as levels that enable 

recentring of structures (Khoo et al. 2012). Thus, these 

values were chosen based on the recentring stiffness they 

would offer as that was the primary reason for their use. 

However, a very wide range of possibilities is available, but 

these parameterised choices display the potential range of 

response achievable with typically available device 

capacities over the range of structural periods considered.  

Each of the four components of ε5, ε10, RS20, and RS40 

are utilized in the structural model separately and in 

combination to generate 8 hybrid device configurations 

with 3 spectral analysis plots (RFdisp, RFshear, RFres) for each 

configuration. The overall results should fully characterise 

the design specifications and relative impact of these 

devices. Such spectra can thus provide design input to 

performance based design methods.  

 

 

3. Spectral analyses results  
 

3.1 Displacement  
 

The reduction factors (RFs) for displacement response  

  

  

Fig. 5 Displacement RF results for: (a) HF2V only; (b) Ring Spring only; (c) 5% HF2V with both ring springs; and 

(d) 10% HF2V with both ring springs. Solid horizontal lines show average values for the results across all periods 
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are shown in Fig. 5. The HF2V device significantly 

decreases the peak displacement results (Fig. 5(a)) with an 

average 30% reduction for ε5 and 45% reduction for ε10 

whereas only a 10-15% average reduction is seen for RS20 

and RS40 (Fig. 5(b)). The combination of 5% HF2V and ring 

springs (RS20, RS40) results in the RFs shown in Fig. 5(c). 

An average value of 0.6 is obtained for the total period 

range with the difference between RS20 and RS40 being 

reasonably insignificant particularly for periods greater than 

2 sec. Reduction factors for ε10 and two ring springs show a 

similar trend to those of ε5 (Fig. 5(d)), but with a further 

increase in displacement reductions (RFdisp=0.5). The 

relatively small difference between the results of the hybrid 

device with different ring spring sizes suggests that the use 

of larger ring springs would not be fully justified based on 

displacement reductions alone. Overall, HF2V devices 

provide the primary reductions in peak displacement, where 

Fig. 5(a) results are in accordance with the linear spectral 

analyses of Rodgers et al. (2008).  

 

3.2 Residual displacement  
 

Residual displacement RFs are shown in Fig. 6. 

Reduced residual displacements with only HF2V (Fig. 6(a)) 

are mainly due to the overall decreased displacements 

throughout the time history. However, the reductions 

resulted using only ring spring (Fig. 6(b)) are associated 

with recentring stiffness and the reduced displacement due 

to the damping from the ring springs. Hybrid devices, show 

markedly greater average reductions higher than 80%, 

combining the positive effects of HF2V and ring spring 

 

 

(Figs. 6(c)-(d)). If the residual displacement is important, 

then a larger ring spring is more favourable as it provides 

greater recentring.  

 

3.3 Base shear  
 

Base shear RFs are shown in Fig. 7 where a reduction in 

base shear is observed for structures with periods less than 

approximately 1 sec. However, for longer period structures, 

significantly increased base shear is observed, as a 

consequence of the resistive and restoring forces imposed 

by the supplemental components. Such an increase suggests 

that the forces added to reduce displacements outweigh the 

reduced structural forces due to those displacement 

reductions. Comparing the response spectra with and 

without HF2V shows that the base shear is largely 

dominated by the contribution of the HF2V devices due to 

their dominant contribution to displacement reductions in 

Fig. 5. In addition, the added base shear in the case of the 

structure with ring spring only, is largely independent of its 

natural period.   

To determine the contribution of individual components 

to the maximum base shear, percentage share of each 

component (nonlinear structural restoring force [FS], HF2V 

force [FHF2V], and ring spring force [FRS]) to the overall base 

shear is shown in Fig. 8. The plots are generated similar to 

the way response spectra were created and shown in 

previous figures i.e., the contribution of each component at 

the instance of maximum base shear during a particular 

ground motion input is recorded. Then the data obtained 

from all 20 earthquakes are then plotted using geometric  

  

  

Fig. 6 Residual displacement RF results for: (a) HFV2 only; (b) Ring Spring only; (c) 5% HF2V with both ring 

springs; and (d) 10% HF2V with both ring springs 
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mean values. 

A period-dependent increasing trend is witnessed for the 

HF2V force which is mainly associated with its velocity-

dependent behaviour (Figs. 8(a) and 8(c)-(d)). The relative 

contribution of structural restoring force decreases as the 

period of the structure gets longer since the structural 

stiffness of the system decreases with an increase in natural 

period. Moreover, the base shear contribution of the ring 

spring in the hybrid device shows relatively low sensitivity 

to the natural period of the structure with ~15% for RS20 

and ~20% for RS40.  

 

3.4 Summary discussion  
 

Displacement response reductions are mainly dominated 

by the effect of HF2V device indicating that using larger 

device (ε10) without ring spring is favourable based on 

displacement alone. However, with regards to residual 

displacement, both components show a robust performance. 

Results suggest that an excellent reduction in residual 

displacement is achieved by using a hybrid device reducing 

the need for any post-earthquake remediation on a structure 

using these devices.  

However, reductions come at a cost. Base shear 

response is dominated by the contribution of HF2V force 

and ring springs impose the smaller forces to the structure. 

Considering base shear alone, the smaller ring spring only 

(RS20) is the best option to add to the structure. Considering 

all three response parameters evaluated, using a hybrid 

device that consists of 5% HF2V device (ε5) and 40% ring 

spring (RS40) seems to generate a more optimal response 

 

 

spectra for performance versus increased base shear. The 

overall results allow any series of choices to be assessed 

parametrically as the stiffness ratios and ε values span a 

reasonably achievable range for these devices (Rodgers et 

al. 2007, Rodgers et al. 2008, Khoo et al. 2013, Bishay-

Girges and Carr 2014).  

The SDOF design spectrum analysis is limited by the 

number of degrees of freedom. However, the analysis 

approach using RFs is entirely generalizable. For multi-

degree-of-freedom (MDOF) systems representing multi-

storey structures the reduction factors would be calculated 

in a similar fashion but there would be more of them 

depending on the number of storeys. For displacement at 

every storey of an 8-storey frame, there would be 8 RFs. 

However, if the structure was first mode dominant in 

response, as is typical, then the top storey deflection and 

single RF, similar to this analysis would suffice. In this 

case, any complex MDOF case is often quite specific to a 

single structure, where the approach here is generalizable to 

initial design of many possible structures. The analysis of 

how these devices influence the response of larger MDOF 

structures in the presence of higher mode effects is an 

important aspect of future work.  

Experimental verification is critical. However, this 

paper first establishes the potential for these hybrid devices 

before engaging in an extensive experimental test series. 

Because they are hybrid devices, experimental outcomes for 

a given device is the combination of the force capacities of 

both devices as a function of the input displacement and 

velocity. Thus, while a hybrid device has not been 

experimentally validated, there is extensive device level and  

  

  

Fig. 7 Base shear RF results for: (a) HFV2 only; (b) Ring Spring only; (c) 5% HF2V with both ring springs; and 

(d) 10% HF2V with both ring springs. Green vertical dashed lines show the period for RFshear=1 
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in-situ validation of HF2V devices (Rodgers et al. 2008) 

and of ring springs (Khoo et al. 2012, Khoo et al. 2013). 

These outcomes show that the devices behave according to 

the models used in this paper in Eqs. (3)-(10) for modelling 

them. Thus, while the paper does not include experimental 

validation of a hybrid device, there is confidence that 

upcoming validation experiments, which were outside the 

length and scope of this article, will behave similarly.  

 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

Comprehensive simulation of the structural response of 

a nonlinear hysteretic structure across a range of 

earthquakes has shown that significant reductions in peak 

displacement response can be achieved using realistic 

configurations of hybrid damping devices. Based on the 

investigations described, the following conclusions can be 

drawn:  

• Both the HF2V device and ring spring can modify the 

response metrics of the nonlinear system in terms of 

peak and residual displacements as a result of their 

damping capacity.  

• Peak displacement reduction factors are mainly 

controlled by the impact of HF2V devices particularly 

for larger periods.  

• Separately, either HF2V devices or ring springs reduce 

the residual displacements. However, combining them 

 

 

in a hybrid device results in even greater reductions of 

residual displacements giving the structure high self-

centring ability.  

• Using supplemental damping devices can result in 

reduced base shear force only for low period structures. 

For higher periods, noticeably magnified base shear 

forces are witnessed in the structure.  

• The increase in base shear is dominated by the 

contribution of HF2V component. Thus, from the base 

shear point of view, smaller HF2V is preferred for a 

hybrid device.  

• Using ring spring only results in considerably lower 

residual displacements, with minimal increase in base 

shear. Thus, from a residual displacement viewpoint, 

using ring spring only is preferred over a hybrid device.  
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